Zürich, July 27th, 2020

SPACE4IMPACT INITIATIVE
At Space4Impact (www.space4impact.org) we believe that space can do more for the Earth.
Space4Impact creates an ecosystem of governmental and non-governmental organisations, investors,
entrepreneurs & corporates to maximize the positive impact that space technologies, infrastructures and
data can bring to our planet for a sustainable future.
Through the PROMOTE and the CONNECT activities we:
 raise awareness on how space technologies, data and infrastructure can provide positive societal/
environmental impact at a national and international level
 build bridges between the stakeholders of the Space4Impact ecosystem
 help New Space companies to grow and enter new markets
 answer organisations and corporates needs through identification of space based solutions
PROMOTE:
Space4Impact official kick-off event will take in Lausanne, Switzerland (25-26 November 2020), bringing
togetherpolicy makers, investors, NewSpace entrepreneurs & corporates that do not yet leverage on space
technologies to achieve their sustainability and resilience goals.
Ten selected start-ups will have the opportunity to pitch at the Space4Impact kick off event. The
international call for startups is open until the 20th September 2020. All registered companies using or
developing space technologies in alignment with the UN SDGs are invited to apply here.
Through panel discussions, workshops and the pitch contest, the scope of the two-days kick off event is
to trigger discussions between the participants and to define the next actions of a joint roadmap.
CONNECT :
Space4Impact answers international corporations needs with specific space technologies & drives the new
space sector worldwide by running pilot projects linking NewSpace companies with non-space industrial
verticals and try to attract new capitals to the NewSpace field.
Space4Impact is a non-profit organisation and is supported by the Swiss Space Center, the ESA BIC
Switzerland and AP-Swiss.
Space4Impact initiative current kick-off event partners are the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign
Affairs, the Swiss Canton of Vaud and the EPFL Tech4Impact initiative.
For more information about our initiative and our kick off event visit: www.space4impact.org
Contact us on: info@space4impact.org
Media kit: link
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